
Amelia Baker
Amelia- Your journey at Shallowford Falls 
has shown everyone who had the pleasure 
to meet you, what an amazing person you 
are. You lead by example and show 
empathy towards others. This is a very 
respected quality to have! You have 
compassion for others and help out when it 
is needed the most. You have exceeded in 
your academics and we could not be any 
more proud of your time in Elementary 
School. Continue to work hard, follow your 
dreams, and be an active member of society. 
Remember- “How wonderful it is that 
nobody need wait a single moment before 
starting to improve the world” - Anne Frank
Love, 
Mom,Dad, and Cameron
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Lennon Baker
Lennon started at SFE in the last half of 2nd 
grade. He has been so fortunate to land the 
best teachers from the start. Lennon has 
been so lucky to have landed Mr. P for AC 
both 4th and 5th grade, and I am pretty sure 
he would agree that we would take him 
straight to HTMS with us if we could. 
Lennon is the oldest of five kids, and has 
four little sisters he has to keep in line, so 
that is quite an accomplishment. He has also 
had many accomplishments at SFE, but I 
think the one that tops them all is being the 
first kid in the history of the school to 
qualify for the state Geo Bee to represent 
SFE. Mrs. Sanford has been the perfect 
ending to an amazing ride at The Falls. I am 
so proud of this incredible kid I get to call 
mine. Lennon, I can’t wait to see all that 
awaits you at HTMS. We LOVE YOU!
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Jordan Barry

Insert a photo 
of your student 

here

Jordan has had an amazing 6 years at SFE! She has been 
on the Fox news team, Student Council, Instrument 
ensemble, and Foxtrotters. Her time at SFE has been 
amazing! She has met so many awesome teachers and 
made friendships that will hopefully last a lifetime. 
Some of Jordan’s favorite memories are Beach Day, the 
4th grade Field trip, the teachers, getting into Target, 
International Nights (family favorite), and giving tours to 
the incoming Kindergarteners. 
She has grown so much and has always been up for every 
challenge she has come across. She has overcome many 
challenges and is an amazing person that is so full of life! 
Jo-Jo always has a smile on her face and loves to make 
friends everywhere she goes. 
She has loved her time at Shallowford Falls and is sad to 
leave, but excited to go to HTMS!
I am so proud of her!
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Price Baskin
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here

Student Highlight: Price transferred from Murdock 
Elementary to Shallowford Falls in third grade. He has 
loved every single teacher and has particularly enjoyed 
Target and the opportunity to stretch his creative 
thinking. His favorite field trip was to Treetop Quest, 
followed by the escape room (which mom got to 
chaperone!). He is proud of his accomplishments playing 
lacrosse and football for the Pope Hounds. His favorite 
part of his school day was playing soccer at recess. Price 
is going to miss all his friends who won’t be with him at 
Hightower!
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Kelly Beatty
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Kelly has been a student at Shallowford Falls since 
Kindergarten and is the last of 4 Beatty kids to complete 
5th grade at SF. Kelly loved her time at SF, especially 
drama, Target and the great teachers and friends she 
made. She will be going to Simpson for middle school 
and will miss all her friends that are going to Hightower.
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Makai Boothman

Insert a photo 
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here

5th Grade5th Grade

•News Team •Safety Patrol • Instrument Ensemble
•Spark Lab (Winner) • International Night

!Smart !Opinionated !Passionate !Helpful

Makai started his journey at SFE as a nervous, little, shy 
Kindergartener and over the years he has become an 
independent, brave, social, and articulate future leader.  

!Kind !Considerate !Ambitious !Funny 

He is now ready to embark on the Middle School Journey 
and OH the things he will see and do…we can’t wait to hear 
all about it!

A wonderful son.  A typical little brother.  A loyal friend.  
An eager student. 

He has taken part in many things over the years:

He loves to swim, ride his bike, play outside with his family, 
go to the beach and just have loads of fun.  He is extremely 
funny and makes everyone laugh. 



Audrey Anna Botha

Insert a photo 
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here

Student Highlight: 

Audrey Anna absolutely has loved the last six years at 
Shallowford Falls Elementary.  She has made many 
lasting memories through out the years and wonderful 
friends.  Audrey Anna has especially loved after school 
activities like Cardio Kool Kids, Drama, & Fox Trotters!  
Each of her teachers have never failed to comment on 
how lovely of person she is and how easily she can make 
people smile.  Actually, making people laugh with her 
jokes and funny impressions is what she is known for.  
She is light hearted and super easy to get along with.  
Audrey Anna will probably miss recess and PE the most.   
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David Chen
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! Hobbies:
" Football
" Swim
" Lacrosse
" Ping Pong
" Fishing
" Piano
" Drawing

! Accomplishments:
" Youth Football Championship 2018
" Complete Elementary School at SFE in 2020  

! Favorite Memories:
" 5 years at SFE
" 3 Seasons at Pope Youth Football
" Birthday Parties with Friends
" Mom’s Birthday Cake
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Addison Dembski 5th Grade5th Grade

How$did$these$2$years$at$SFE$go$by$so$fast? It$was$the$best$
school$Addison$has$attended. She$has$loved$every$minute$of$
it!$ The$teachers$and$staff$were$absolutely$wonderful$in$welcoming$
Addison$into$the$fold$in$her$4th$grade$year$and$she$thrived$as$a$
result.$

Her$favorite$school$memory$was$riding$the$Fur$Bus$with$Mr.$
Devigne,$Mr.$Puckett$and$friends$in$4th$grade.$

She$spends$just$about$every$available$minute$playing$softball$and$
has$for$several$years.$ Her$best$and$favorite$softball$positions$are$
catcher$and$shortstop.$

Addison$is$sad$to$leave$SFE$but$is$looking$forward$to$seeing a$lot$
of$her$friends$at$HTMS$in$the$fall.

We’re$proud$of$you$Addison. Keep$finding$the$drive$to$excel$in$
everything$you$do.





Eileen Ghetu

Insert a photo 
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here

Eileen has)been)at)Shallowford)Falls)for)4)yrs.)She)attended)
Wood)Acres)for)5)yrs.)and)in)2nd)grade)switched)to)Shallowford)
Falls.)We)have)loved)every)aspect)of)Shallowford)Falls)and)are)
grateful)for)our)time)there)with)such)wonderful)teachers)and)
friends.

Eileen’s)favorite)part)of)school)is)socializing)with)her)friends)and)
teachers.

Her)favorite)memory)is)singing)the)cell)song)in)Mrs.)Sanford’s)
classroom)every)day)at)the)end)of)the)school)day.

Outside)of)school,)Eileen)enjoys)riding)horses,)playing)soccer,)
volleyball,)and)tennis.))She)loves)to)swim,)and)enjoys)drama,)
dance,)and)spending)time)with)friends.

Eileen)is)headed)to)Hightower)Trail,))and)Pope)High.

For)years Eileen wanted)to)be)a)doctor,)a)dentist)specifically.)
But,)recently,)her)love)of)art,)talent)in)drawing,)and)extreme)
imagination)and)creativity)have)inspired)an)interest)in))
architecture.))We)know)one)thing!))No)matter)what)career)Eileen)
pursues,)she)will)do)so)with)passion,)and)all)our)love!
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Gianna Caroline Ginel
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here

Gianna transferred to Shallowford Falls Elementary at the 
beginning of 3rd grade.  The teachers and students made 
her feel very welcome and soon SFE became “HOME”.  
She also loves the environment of SFE, especially the art 
room, gym, and playground.  One of her favorite 
memories of SFE is the 4th grade field trip to 
Chattanooga.  It was a full day of having fun with friends, 
visiting the sites (especially Raccoon Mtn.), and actually 
learning!  Gianna says she’s especially proud of being on 
the Helen Ruffin team this year.  She says it helped her 
“partially” get rid of her fear of public speaking.  It will be 
fun to see what the future has in store for Gianna.  She 
currently loves artistic activities such as:  painting, creating 
Youtube videos, cooking, and reading anything Harry 
Potter.  She says she wants to be a famous chef one day.  
She’s getting a head start helping with dinner almost every 
night.  Your family loves you and is proud of you Gianna!  
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Ava Hartman

Insert a photo 
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here

Congratulations on your graduation from 5th grade!  It 
has been a true joy watching you grow from that little girl 
just learning to read and write to the young woman you 
are today who blows us away at how smart and eloquent 
you are no matter the subject.  You have, at a very young 
age, discovered your own potential and realized your 
natural gifts and talents including being a phenomenal 
student, equestrian, and human being, and for that, we 
could not be happier.    

As you head off to middle school, keep your bright light 
shining and keep fearlessly pursuing your dreams and 
goals.  We will always be here supporting you and 
cheering you on, and we can’t wait to see what your 
future holds!

Love always,
Dad, Mom, & Lilia
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Jack Hutchison
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5th Grade5th Grade

Jack%has%been%a%student%at%Shallowford Falls%since%Kindergarten,%
strutting%into%Ms.%Sharp’s%class%as%the%last%of%four%Hutchison%kids%
to%be%a%Fox!%%His%fondest%memories%are%of%all%the%time%that%he%got%
to%spend%with%many,%many%friends%along%the%way%and%of%so%many%
teachers%like%Ms.%Sanford,%Mr.%Devine,%and%Ms.%Adams%who%saw%
in%Jack%what%could%be%and%gave%of%themselves%to%his%growth.%%

While%5th Grade%has%been%dramatically%interrupted%by%learning%
how%to%be%a%homeschooler%and%the%loss%of%time%with%friends%and%
field%trips,%he%fondly%remembers%trips%to%the%Chattanooga%
Aquarium/Rock%City,%Amicolola Falls,%and%the%Fire%House.%

Thank%you%Shallowford Falls%teachers,%
faculty%and%staff%for%the%love%you’ve
given.%%It’s%been%a%great%ride%and%now
my%time%is%up…look%out%Hightower!!



Benjamin Kerns

Insert a photo 
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here

Benjamin started his journey at SFE in Kindergarten. He was nothing less than 
full blown excited to go to school each day. He was always up and ready to go 
and kept that energy until the moment his head hit the pillow each night. Over 
the years, Ben found ways to put his energy towards the things he loved most. 
He played sports year round, becoming most accomplished in baseball. He 
also loves playing basketball and this year, he became quite a soccer player 
(thanks to a special teacher encouraging him)! Throughout his time at SFE, 
one consistent message we always heard about Ben was what a tremendous 
helper he was to his teachers and other students. His heart is so big and he has 
so much joy for the things he loves. Ben felt so much pride in the work he did 
setting up for special events, like Fall Festival.  He has special memories from 
class trips, Chess club, music performances, playing four square during recess 
and field days! Benjamin you have a special enthusiasm that makes everyone 
around you smile. SFE…thank you for wonderful environment and the BEST 
teachers! 
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Miranda Lillywhite
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Miranda has been at Shallowford Falls since
Kindergarten (2014). She loves the school! It has been
her second home all these years and she is going to miss
it a lot as well as all her friends! She is an avid reader and
a strong writer. We are glad that her teachers at SFES
have been very helpful and supportive throughout the
years. One of our favorite memories at SFES was the
Spelling Bee contest in 2019. Miranda was very excited
for being part of it. To our surprise, she ended up being
the runner-up! That was a great achievement.
We love that she is curious and is always ready to learn
new things. She cares about her friends and teachers and
she always has a sweet word for anyone. We have seen
her being helpful with her classmates when they needed
her. As to hobbies, she loves singing, dancing, playing the
piano, baking and photography.
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Rowen Maloney

Insert a photo 
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here

5th Grade5th Grade

Congratulations, Rowen!  

We moved around for work and you went to three 
different schools in three different states from 
Kindergarten through Fifth Grade:

• Pell Elementary School (Newport, Rhode Island)
• Belle Chasse Academy (New Orleans, Louisiana)
• Shallowford Falls Elementary School (Marietta, Georgia)

But you were a great sport and never complained!  More 
importantly, you met many new people and had many 
unique experiences.  We’re here in Marietta to stay and we 
can’t wait to see what you accomplish at Hightower Trail 
Middle School and Pope High School!

Congratulations… we love you! 
Mom, Dad, and Dermot



myers



Emily Marie McDaniel

Insert a photo 
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here

It seems like only yesterday we were at your kindergarten 
graduation and you would be starting first grade at 
Bullard Elementary. We were so proud of you  for being 
a good student and always giving it your best. You made 
new friends coming to Shallowford Falls with confidence 
and grace for the last quarter of fourth grade. My favorite 
memory with your Shallowford Falls friends was your 
11th birthday dinner at the Kani House. You’ve become 
an accomplished figure skater as a member of US Figure 
Skating and the Atlanta Figure Skating Club passing your 
Intermediate Moves In the Field and Juvenile Free Skate 
test with honors. Skating along side your friends and two 
time US National Ladies Figure Skating Champion Alysa 
Liu at the 2019 Atlanta Figure Skating Club Ice Show was 
a memory that will last forever. With your dreams in your 
heart, to lead the way, you can conquer any goal! Love, 
Mom, Dad, Wes & Fin
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Logan Nix
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Logan came to Shallowford Falls in 3rd grade, and it was a 
tough transition leaving everything and everyone that he 
knew, but he handled it with amazing strength and grace. 

Logan maintained straight A’s throughout his years at 
SFE, and we are very proud of his hard work and 
commitment. He enjoyed being a part of Science 
Olympiad in 4th grade and earning a 1st and 2nd place 
medal at states. 

Outside of school, Logan plays the piano, competes on 
Tuesday afternoons with Kid Chess, and has earned  
Tenderfoot rank in his Boy Scout Troop. Logan enjoys 
reading, building Legos, hiking, traveling, playing board 
games and Dungeons & Dragons, and having friends over 
to play.

We are so thankful for all the great teachers that Logan 
had while at SFE that led him on a road to success! 

5th Grade5th Grade









Michael Roper
Michael is an amazing athlete who loves playing baseball, 
flag football, four-square, and fox wars. Michael’s favorite 
part of his time at Shallowford Falls was P.E. and recess 
where he was able to play with his friends that he has 
made over the six years that he has been at the school. 
Michael never missed a Fall Festival as he had so much 
fun with friends. Michael lived for nacho Tuesdays and 
making friends laugh during lunch. Michael has a very 
witty sense of humor, and you can always rely on him to 
give you a good laugh. One memorable time was when 
he was the mascot during field day in DeVigne’s Disco 
Donkeys. Michael went all out. Michael is smart, and he 
always enjoyed the challenges in Target, especially the 
logic puzzles. He also enjoyed the competition of the 
Science Fair every year. Michael loved being a Puckett 
Pirate for two years, and his favorite memory was 
pancake day. Michael is a thoughtful and sweet kid, and 
he is loved very much by his dad, mom, and older sister. 
We wish Michael the best as he heads off to sixth grade!
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Dalyn Schuetze
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Dalyn Schuetze – We are so proud of you! It is such an 
honor to be your parents and watch you learn and grow! 
You have impressed us with your knowledge and whit 
from day one. We are so impressed with your academic 
success, you kind and gentle heart, your talents, etc.

Through your time at Shallowford Falls, you have 
participated and done the following: Instrument 
Ensemble, Green Team, Drama, Safety Patrol, Chess, 
Tennis, Brainy Builders, and the talent show each year 
(sang, piano, and Rubix cube in less than a minute). 
Outside of school, you have also accomplished much 
with piano, Boy Scouts, and excitingly welcoming new 
siblings, etc. 

You are our miracle and dream come true! 
We are excited to see what Middle School 
has in store for you! You will do great!
We love you so much, Mom and Dad
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Gavin Street
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Gavin enjoyed his time at Shallowford Falls, even though 
it was for a short amount of time. Gavin started attending 
towards the end of 3rd Grade in Mrs. Alfonso’s class 
where he started making wonderful memories and some 
pretty awesome friends. Mr. Devigne’s 4th grade class was 
what brought Gavin out of his shell and he gained the 
courage to join the talent show with a ventriloquist act. 
Gavin enjoyed Mrs. Pierce’s Target classes and will miss 
her humorous personality. Gavin’s 5th grade year was the 
best yet. He learned a lot from Mrs. Sanford and feels 
prepared for Middle School. While taking coding classes 
after school he also decided to join the Drama Club this 
year and got the role of Danny Zuko in the Grease play. 
These are memories that he’ll never forget. He is looking 
forward to being an Eagle at Simpson Middle in the fall 
and taking with him everything that he learned from 
Shallowford Falls.
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Kavita Tembe
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here

Kavita has been a student at Shallowford 
Falls since 1st grade. She is a sweet and 
motivated student who likes to participate 
in various activities and enjoys hands on 
learning. She was fortunate to have loving 
and encouraging teachers who helped her 
flourish.
She enjoyed being part of the SFE Science 
Olympiad Team for the last 3 years and the 
Instrument Ensemble since 4th grade. 
Kavita is an accomplished pianist and an 
avid reader. She enjoys playing tennis and is 
part of a team. 
She is an active Girl Scout and has been 
utilizing her spare time by sewing and 
donating cloth masks to the community. 
We are proud of you and wish you the very 
best!!!
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Sara Tolchinsky
Sara began her Shallowford Falls Elementary school 
adventure in the Fall of 2014 in Mrs. Samuelu’s
kindergarten class. During her time at SFE we have seen 
Sara grow into a confident, determined, spirited and 
talented young girl. We are so proud of the many 
activities and accomplishments Sara experienced while at 
SFE. Sara’s infectious smile and demeanor lit up the 
stage during all of her three drama performances. We 
loved hearing her British accent when she played Michael 
in Peter Pan, watching her as the Mayor of Munchkin 
City in the Wizard of Oz, and seeing her sassiness as 
Patty Simcox in Grease. She loved her two years as a Fox 
Spotlight reporter, where she updated the school on all 
the latest happenings. Sara represented her fellow 
classmates as a Student Council representative and as a 
Fox tutor. We are excited to watch Sara continue her 
journey into middle school.
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Ava Vasquez
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Ava$attended$SFE$from$2016$4 2020,$for$grades$2nd – 5th.$Her$hobbies$
include$playing$recreational$and$travel$Lacrosse,$studying$ballet,$

writing$poetry$and$playing$the$piano$and$ukulele.$Ava’s$

accomplishments$include$holding$the$office$of$“Secretary”$on$Student$

Council$(2019–2020),$as$well$as$Student$Council$in$4th grade$(20184

2019).$$Ava$was$awarded$the$role$of$“Rizzo$– Head$of$the$Pink$
Ladies”,$for$the$Opie4Marco$Production$of$Grease$for$the$SFE$Drama$

Club.$She$also$earned$placement$on$the$Helen$Ruffin$Reading$Bowl$

competition$team$and$competed$at$County$level.$Ava$represented$her$

class$in$the$Spelling$Bee$in$both$4th and$5th$grade$and$was$a$Target$

and$AC$Student.$Ava’s$most$memorable$moments$at$SFE$include$her$
stage$debut$in$Grease,$Mr.$DeVigne’s class$and$the$Fur$Bus,$playing$

piano$in$the$4th grade$Talent$Show,$and$making$great$relationships$

with$friends$and$teachers.$
She$will$“Forever$Be$a$Fox”!$
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